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          PROCESSES
         

         
Our experienced Istanbul central team including Design, Sample Room, Marketing, Planning, Production and quality control departments has determined to make our production in time with the approved contract workshops in addition to the production lines of each point of the supply chain, such as fabric, accessories, printing and embroidery, as its primary target.


Our experienced team in the production of special blended fabrics and detailed models of different qualities; we supply 150.000-200,000 pieces of products per month with our cutting,ironing, packaging and quality control departments in our internal structure with TRN MODA quality.


Our main production range is as follows:


Knitted and woven parts, men, women and children's products, hooded casual jackets, sweaters, polo shirts, sweats hirt , basic T-shirt, trousers, tights , dresses and optional products.


Burn out, rinse, enzyme, silicone, stone washing, sand washing, oil washing, acid washing etc. all kinds of fashion part dyeing and washing operations are very experienced.
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            PLANNING 
           

           
It is possible to respond to the expectations of our customers competitive price and fast terms, as well as to realize this by using the resources of the enterprise and keeping profitability at the highest level, but with a comprehensive and detailed production planning and control, inventory and material management, accurate subcontracting/ internal production decisions and a quality management system that can be.


For this purpose, with the production planning and control approach, we first make production plans at macro level, and then follow the suitability of the production plans with micro level production control and eliminate the deficiencies.


In this way, our customers order-production-inventory-supplies between the efficient and fluent balance is created.
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            BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND PROCUREMENT
           

           
Global Supply Chain


Our company has a strong global supply network in the purchase of fabrics and accessories from both national and international suppliers if required. Our product development department works together with our experienced technical and Supply teams to develop special quality, product and production processes.


Trn Moda, by effectively anticipating the changing needs of our customers, by accurately analyzing the trends, adds value to our work by adapting each new concept to the price level of our customers, and at various stages of product development, we work for high customer satisfaction.

Our relationships with our business partners are based on trust, respect and transparency.


Our customers do not only consider us as suppliers, but we also consider each other as partners by establishing long-term and trust-based relationships. The same applies to our suppliers and subcontractors.


Based on the principles of direct communication, trust and financial reliability, our relations with our business partners can come together with transparency, mutual understanding, and we can see the quality performance that we will achieve our goals together.
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            SAMPLE ROOM
           

           
Our sample room is one of the most powerful parts of our business with fast service, expert employees in the sector, special design and product development departments and computerized mould system.


Our experienced staff transforms the styles from the customer into cut-ready patterns according to the fabric characteristics by using the technology it possesses. Using computer technology both in pattern and cost stage, it produces and delivers its samples as soon as possible in the production band, which is allocated to the sample room.


Our customer relations and model team, who knows the importance of timely and accurate sample delivery in product sales, support our customers with precision at these stages. In line with the needs, demands and ideas, carefully prepared pattern and details, technical equipped and experienced pattern makers produce alternatives and solutions when necessary and offer them to our customers.
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            SAMPLING
           

           
Regardless of technical washing, part dyeing or the necessary innovative processes, it is our basic principle to produce molds and approval samples on time with the design, fabric and colors you have dreamed of, our technology and supply power. After the design is approved, we test quality and desired physical values by creating samples to ensure that the final result meets your expectations.
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            CUTTING
           

           
Cutting is the first step of production quality. Our technological cutting and milling machines have 20,000 pcs/day capacity. Full automatic computerized cutting systems are used in the sector requiring precision and speed, and all steps are carried out under the control of the computer from the pattern preparation to the process of the marker, from the laying of the fabric to the cutting of the fabric.


With the computerized cutter system, a complete cutting process is carried out with a detailed and accurate cutting process including the smallest parts without any measurement errors.
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            SEWING
           

           
TRN MODA experienced and skilled machine operators make up the most important advantage in competition.


With 30 years of experience and many years of working experience with international quality brands, it aims at the highest quality that can be obtained and serves its customers.


Our sewing department is to make timely delivery and production of the highest quality.
As a result of periodic staff training, it is a leading garment manufacturing facility which has standardized high production quality.
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            IRONING AND PACKAGING
           

           
Ironing and packing department, which works simultaneously with production, make the orders of our customers to different countries ready for shipment by responding to all special labeling requests and packaging them in such a way that they can be placed on shelves without any additional process in the stores.


In order to satisfy the end consumer, we have a capacity of 8.000 pcs/day ironing packing which meets the quality standards and passes through metal detector and has 100% control. Apart from the controls made at every stage of production, we maintain the customer confidence that we have created over the years by applying a strict control in packing.
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            PRINTING
           

           
Our experienced and qualified supplier technical team has the experience to meet customer demands at the highest level in printing color selection and application. High quality, Fast and hassle-free printed fabrics are produced under the most modern technological conditions using the latest system machines.


High quality printing chemicals used in our fabrics comply with international standards and have passed all kinds of standard quality tests.
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            EMBROIDERY
           

           
Embellishments such as printing embroidery in the design of the styles are produced in our business carefully and then all parts are checked individually and only flawless panels are planted.


We make embroidery using the highest quality embroidery machines and the latest yarn technology on the market.
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            QUALITY CONTROL
           

           
Our quality management system enables us to meet the expectations and needs of our customers in full.


In addition to in-band process controls and end-of-band quality controls in our company, strict control is made to ensure that the flawless product before shipment is delivered to our customers with the rules set by our customers.


Our Quality Control Section, which is divided into two parts as pre-inspection after sewing and after-ironing final inspection, carefully controls every product to ensure 100% customer satisfaction.


Thanks to our state-of-the-art machinery and systems, we are making yarn-free production. Sewing process finished products are subject to quality control process.
In our operation, precision needle procedure is applied and continuous control is provided during the production with needle detector. Metal detector and metal-free storage areas are available.

Tests-Lab


TRN MODA has a laboratory where it performs dimensional stability tests for washing fastness, dry rubbing fastness, wet rubbing fastness. Thus, our customers are informed quickly and accurately about the fabric, and the possible problems that may arise in the production of the fabric can be overcome quickly.In accordance with the demands of the customers, the independent audit firms make the analysis of every product they manufacture.
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            With years of experience and knowledge, we are proud to be the choice of global companies thanks to our high quality service and business understanding we provide to our customers. TRN MODA is one of the leading exporters in apparel sector with its h...
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